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AMY’S BIRTH CHART,
HOROSCOPE WHEEL
& PLANETARY PATTERNS
Amy Winehouse
born on 14 September 1983
at 22:25 local time
in Enfield, UK
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AMY’S BIRTH CHART ENERGY MAP
Amy’s Birth Chart could be thought of as her personal Energy Map. It
describes her character and personality and reveals areas of strength and
weakness. It defines the different types of energy she is working with and
explains how they complement or clash with one another.
This report offers interpretations for the Planetary Placements in her birth
chart. Some themes will repeat themselves, showing that the same issue is
being explored from a variety of viewpoints and perspectives. Some
energies will contradict one another – explaining why there will be times
when she could feel that she is in conflict with herself.
In my experience, it is important to recognise both the reoccurring themes
and the contradictions within a horoscope. Birth Chart themes often give
meaning and direction to the person’s life as well as pointing to their true
destiny (or destination).
Birth Chart contradictions teach us to accept that we are not meant to be
perfect. We are born to explore, to discover, to learn, to compromise, to
grow and to evolve. Best of all, we are here to learn to love ourselves and
to express ourselves freely, absolutely and unconditionally.
Amy’s Birth Chart confirms that she is who she was born to be. She is in the
right place, at the right time, doing the right thing. She is a Cosmic Being
having a human adventure, enjoying this amazing experience called Life on
Planet Earth!
“Though I may not know the answers
I can finally say I’m free and if the questions led me here,
then I am who I was born to be”
Mae, Larsson, Fransson, Lundgren
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AMY’S PERSONAL PLANETS IN
ZODIAC SIGN & HOROSCOPE HOUSE
THE SUN - AMY’S TRUE SELF,
CHARACTER AND POTENTIAL
The Sun explains how Amy expresses her potential and
reveals whether she finds it easy or difficult to shine as
an individual. It shows the type of energy that drives her
life experience and describes the ways in which that
force is either free-flowing or frustrated. Amy’s birth
chart Sun can give valuable information about how she
is influenced by important male role models in her life.
AMY’S SUN IS
IN VIRGO
Element EARTH
Quality MUTABLE
Ruler PLANET MERCURY

VIRGO IS RULED BY PLANET MERCURY Amy's character
is influenced by the planet of information, giving her an
aptitude for organising data. She is quick to understand
what is needed in most situations. Her efficient
administrative skills make her a very handy helper. She
likes to be of use to others and she offers her support in
a modest, unassuming way. But she must watch out for
a tendency to turn herself into an unpaid servant and
then resent the fact that people seem to be taking her
for granted.
AMY'S IDEAL ROLE MODELS are modest, hard-working
and health conscious. Males who are anxious, nervous or
overly dutiful are a particularly negative influence for her.
ELEMENT OF VIRGO IS EARTH Amy has a realistic streak
and a sensible attitude. She does not doubt her ability to
find functional solutions to most problems, especially
when she is dealing with practical issues. Her talents
come in handy when there is something that needs
sorting out, or when material matters are in a mess.
QUALITY OF VIRGO IS MUTABLE Amy is flexible and
versatile. She is great at multi-tasking and she has no
problem with adapting to fit her circumstances. A
tendency to spread herself too thin would mean that she
could find it difficult to maintain her energy levels and
stay focused on her goals. But her flexibility will help her
to bounce back and catch up with where she left off
when she got distracted or felt too drained to continue.
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MERCURY AS RULER OF SUN IN VIRGO The placement
of Planet Mercury in Amy's birth chart will give further
information about her character and her ability to
express her full potential. Mercury modifies the true
nature of her energy and the way it works in all types of
situations, whether easy or challenging.
THE PROS and CONS OF SUN IN VIRGO Amy is a precise,
practical and industrious individual and it is important for
her to feel useful. She is happy to be of service, but it is
hard for her to sit back and enjoy a well-earned rest. Her
innate modesty makes it difficult for her to accept
compliments but she is very receptive to criticism and
she worries about making mistakes. She is an intelligent,
perceptive character but she can get bogged down in
details. She will not feel fulfilled unless she has lived up
to her job description and given that little bit extra. She
could get so anxious about having everything in perfect
order that the stress involved might create health
problems. Pets could be her therapists as time spent
with animals would probably have a soothing effect. She
likes to be busy and she prefers to work with systems
and techniques that optimise her efficiency. She has a
knack for matching the correct method to a task and she
is a conscientious co-ordinator.
BIRTH CHART EARTH IS IN PISCES This placement
suggests that Amy has come to Planet Earth to help
others manifest their dreams on a daily basis. Her life will
contribute to this process, especially if she is consciously
aware that this is why she is here. She is particularly
effective in organisational roles, where she is helping
others to turn their visions into reality and make order
out of chaos.
THE THREE DECANS
Each zodiac sign is 30
days long and is divided
into three Decans of 10
days each.

AMY’S BIRTH DATE IS IN THE 3RD DECAN OF VIRGO,
WHICH IS LINKED TO TAURUS, RULED BY PLANET
VENUS
Virgos of this Decan will probably be more relaxed and
easy going than the other two sections of the sign. They
may also be the most interested in following regular and
predictable daily routines that allow time to enjoy and
digest meals. All Virgos like to feel they have completed
tasks to the best of their ability but this type is
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particularly interested in doing things properly, to a high
standard of workmanship. They are the ones who will be
most upset by any lack of harmony or consistency in the
fine details of anything they accomplish.
The Venus influence on this kind of Virgo indicates a flair
for setting up systems that make life easier and which
build long-lasting peace and stability, both at home and
in the workplace. Third Decan Virgos want to enjoy the
process of carrying out their daily duties and they are
prepared to put effort into acquiring skills and
techniques that ensure they continue to do so.
THE SUN IN THE
5TH HOUSE

THE HOROSCOPE HOUSE FOR AMY’S SUN will explain
which area of her life is likely to be the most important
for her in terms of helping her to express herself and to
fulfil her potential. It will offer her a platform on which to
perform and to shine as a unique individual with special
qualities that only she possesses.
This position of the Sun suggests that the nature of
Amy's relationship with herself is fundamental as to
whether she believes she has made a success of her life
or not. Confidence and self-belief are key requirements
to her being proud of who she is and what she has to
offer. In Amy's case, it is quite true that the great
romance of her life will be with herself. She is the Hero of
her own story and the characters she meets and falls in
love with along the way are mere reflections of
fascinating facets within her own rich character. This
romantic, heroic quality gives Amy a glamorous,
charismatic quality that is very attractive to potential
admirers. It also gives her access to the perfect
progenitor gene which can earn her the title World's Best
Parent.
THE MOON – AMY’S SECRET SELF,
INSTINCTS, EMOTIONS, FEELINGS AND MEMORIES
The Moon shows what comes naturally to Amy, without
any conscious effort on her part. It reveals what she
needs to feel comfortable and secure in life. The Moon
describes her family background and the kind of home or
circumstances she grew up in. It can give valuable
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information about how she will be influenced by
important female role models in her life.
AMY’S MOON IS
IN CAPRICORN
Element EARTH
Quality CARDINAL
Ruler PLANET SATURN

AMY'S MOON IS IN CAPRICORN, RULED BY PLANET
SATURN which helps her to keep a handle on her
emotional responses. She is not prepared to spend
precious energy on flinging her feelings about, unless
there is a very good reason for doing so. If bursting into
tears gets the result she is aiming for, then she is
prepared to put the effort into having hysterics.
Otherwise it seems more sensible to her to focus her
energy on more constructive activities. Amy's ability to
control her moods and discipline her reactions can make
her seem cold and indifferent. In fact, she has a very
mature attitude when it comes to caring for others. She
shows her concern by being obedient and respectful.
She does not shy away from responsibility, even though
she worries about whether she can cope with it. She may
not smother her loved ones with hugs and kisses but she
will do her best to deliver their goals in life.
AMY'S IDEAL FEMALE ROLE MODELS are aspirational yet
patient and wise. Females who are too cold and
conventional are a particularly negative influence for her.
CAPRICORN ELEMENT IS EARTH & QUALITY IS
CARDINAL It is difficult to judge what Amy is feeling as
her emotional responses can be quite subdued and
impassive. She believes that making a fuss is a waste of
energy that could be put to better use. She does not get
the point of people proclaiming their passions to the
world. Even if they had something to shout about, it
would be more sensible to keep it to themselves. She
feels that it is immature and undignified not to be able to
manage her moods and keep her reactions reigned in.
SATURN IS RULER OF MOON IN CAPRICORN Its
placement in Amy's birth chart will influence her moods,
memories, feelings and instinctive responses. The
position of Planet Saturn helps to explain how her
subconscious energy works for her and against her either by supporting or sabotaging her emotional
wellbeing.
FAMILY BACKGROUND & ANCESTRAL LINE The status-
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conscious influence of Saturn & Capricorn suggests that
Amy's ambitious nature may be inherited through her
ancestral line. It could be that her family tree contains
several successful, well respected figures. Her home
background is probably quite aspirational. Hard work is
approved of and effort is admired. At some level, she has
absorbed the impression that she has to keep climbing if
she does not want to be left at the bottom of the heap.
Issues can arise if the slopes she is keen to scale are not
the ones that her family has marked out for her. At this
point she might need to deny her own instincts in order
to make her relatives proud. Or she would have to prove
that she can deliver their expectations by following her
own star.
THE MOON IN THE
7TH HOUSE

THE HOROSCOPE HOUSE FOR AMY’S MOON will explain
in which area of her life she is likely to be at her most
creative and emotionally charged, and where she might
be expressing characteristics, qualities and abilities that
have been inherited through her ancestral line. The
house of her Moon can also reveal how, where and when
she feels most safe, comfortable and at home with
herself.
This position of the Moon suggests that Amy is at home
in partnership situations, so long as she is not judging her
Significant Other against negative memories of relations
with family members. Since her tendency will be to
compare all her relationships to the ones she was
brought up with, her partners may have to cope with
behaviour that could sometimes come across as
defensive, moody and childish. But her main instinct will
be to care for any associates - both personal and
professional - and to offer them comfort and concern for
their emotional welfare. Amy can provide an empathetic
ear when counselling is needed although she will have to
guard against over-identifying with the other person's
circumstances. She will also be able to offer the creative
input within her collaborative relationships, and
complement her partners' natural capabilities.
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PLANET MERCURY
AMY’S MIND, IDEAS & COMMUNICATION SKILLS
The position of Mercury in Amy’s birth chart gives useful
insights into how she thinks and how she understands,
processes and remembers what she has learnt. It
provides information about her thought patterns and
shows how she makes connections between ideas.
Mercury indicates what subjects and activities she is
likely to be interested in and explains the way in which
she expresses her thoughts and gets her ideas across.
Mercury also describes Amy’s childhood and early
learning experiences, her relationships with other
children, brothers & sisters, playmates, fellow pupils,
with the people in her local neighbourhood, and those
who taught her at school.
AMY’S MERCURY IS
IN VIRGO
Element EARTH
Quality MUTABLE
Ruler PLANET MERCURY

AMY'S MERCURY IN VIRGO has an especially strong
influence in one of its own Zodiac Signs which suggests
that she likes to have all the facts and figures at her
fingertips before she voices an opinion. She is rather
modest about her ideas and can get anxious about
expressing them. Precision is a priority as she worries
about making mistakes and she does not like to get
things wrong. She is quick at processing data and
classifying information. She usually only needs to be told
something once, although she might be shy about
admitting that she has not understood the facts the first
time around. She would criticise her own comprehension
skills before she questioned the way the material was
communicated to her. She could find it difficult to say the
word No in response to requests for her services. The
thought of not being busy makes her nervous so she
tends to say Yes to work, even though she has enough
already. It is probably better for her to have too much to
think about as her brain fills with nagging chatter if it
does not have enough to keep it occupied.
VIRGO ELEMENT IS EARTH & QUALITY IS MUTABLE
Amy's mental processes are flexible and efficient. She
has a real skill for organising information and for
processing facts and figures. She has good hand-eye coordination which helps her to fulfil practical chores
quickly and proficiently. She matches techniques to tasks
and she comes up with systems to manage time
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effectively. She tends to be too modest about her own
competence. Nagging concerns that she might not be
able to meet the deadlines or standards she has set
herself will follow her from cradle to grave, from
classroom to boardroom.
MERCURY IS STRONG IN ONE OF ITS OWN ZODIAC
SIGNS VIRGO, emphasising Amy's ability to communicate
by processing and passing on information. Her
administrative skills, her competence and her
adaptability are reinforced. Mercury gives Amy the gift of
efficiency and allows her to help others organise their
lives more effectively.
EARLY ENVIRONMENT & EDUCATION Mercury's
influence operating through the dutiful sign of Virgo
suggests that Amy's childhood environment has
impressed her as industry-oriented. Its influence will lead
her to see school as a place that prepares pupils for work.
There is a certain amount of time allocated to play in the
daily routine but activities are mainly geared towards
processing information and acquiring skills, methods and
techniques. Amy will be a conscientious pupil who
worries if she thinks she is falling behind or not doing well
enough and teachers should not have to nag her about
handing her homework in on time. She might show a
tendency to organise younger siblings, school pals and
playmates or to help them with their work. She could feel
shy around older and bolder children.
MERCURY IN THE
5TH HOUSE

THE HOROSCOPE HOUSE FOR AMY’S MIND PLANET
MERCURY will help to explain in which situations she is
likely to be most mentally active and fulfilled. Her ability
to understand, process and communicate information
will be expressed within this area of her life.
This position of Mercury suggests that Amy is intrigued
by what goes on in her own mind, which could be
compared to a child's playroom. In fact, the thoughts in
her head could be more interesting to her than anyone
else's. She has a knack for identifying the dramatic
potential in a piece of information and, because of this,
her written and vocal delivery could be very entertaining.
She is likely to be drawn into romantic attachments with
clever, chatty people with whom she can communicate,
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as boredom could be a problem if she and her lover run
out of things to talk about. Parenting will be fun for her
as she has an affinity with young people and can tune
into their wavelength. But although she makes a great
part-time parent, she might resist being tied to a
restrictive, repetitive child-care regime.
PLANET VENUS
AMY’S RELATIONSHIPS, RESOURCES & VALUES
Venus reveals how Amy approaches relationships with
others, and how she responds within partnership
situations. It also gives valuable insight into her
relationship with herself. Venus helps Amy to recognise
and value her own resources, which are the talents and
abilities she was born with. The position of Venus in her
birth chart will show what her attitude is towards Nature,
art & beauty, abundance and material wealth. It will also
indicate how easy it is for her to enjoy life. Amy’s birth
chart Venus will describe the type of females she feels
drawn to or put off by.
AMY’S VENUS IS
IN LEO
Element FIRE
Quality FIXED
Ruler THE SUN

AMY'S VENUS IS IN LEO, RULED BY THE SUN which
suggests that she is a warm, affectionate, loyal person
who admires these same qualities in others. She takes
pride in her partners and she is eager to admire the
people she loves. But she tends to want to see only what
is splendid about them and it can break her heart if the
object of her affections acts dishonourably. She is drawn
to relationships that enhance her self-esteem and she
might be attracted to individuals with high-profile,
dramatic or remarkable personas, so that she can bask in
their reflected glory. She also values their ability to
entertain her. Amy is drawn to those who recognise and
appreciate what is special about her. The more they are
prepared to tell her how amazing she is, the more she is
ready to be captivated by their charms. But she is looking
for top-quality feedback and genuine compliments, and
she is absolutely aware of flattery that is unwarranted or
untrue. Insincerity is a turn-off and those who offer it to
her are unworthy of her attention.
AMY'S FAVOURITE FEMALE TRAITS are confidence and
charisma. She is put off by women who are arrogant and
conceited.
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LEO ELEMENT IS FIRE & QUALITY IS FIXED Amy is
seeking partners who are ready to admire her and
appreciate her talents. She is looking for loyalty and she
is prepared to return it but only if the relationship offers
her the attention she desires. She wants the kind of
associates she can respect and who are worthy of her
esteem. Once she has found them, she will never let
them go - at least until they disappoint her or let her
down.
THE SUN IS RULER OF VENUS IN LEO Its placement in
Amy's birth chart will influence her approach to
partnerships with other people as well as her relationship
with herself. The position of the Sun helps to explain her
attitude towards her own assets and resources - the
talents and abilities she was born with.
VALUES, NATURAL ASSETS & RESOURCES The Sun's
influence rules that it is very important for Amy to be
recognised as special, and she must make full use of any
talents and abilities which could help her to fulfil this
need. Her self-confident and charismatic style is a
valuable asset that can be used to enrich her life and
make her wealthy. Money is important to her as it gives
her prestige and enables her to indulge her expensive
tastes. She respects star quality in all forms. She prizes it
as a real resource and thinks that it should be showcased
whenever possible.
VENUS IN THE
4TH HOUSE

THE HOROSCOPE HOUSE FOR AMY’S RELATIONSHIP &
RESOURCES PLANET VENUS will help to explain in which
situations she is likely to be at her most charming and
sociable. Amy’s natural assets – the talents and abilities
she was born with - will be expressed through this area
of her life, as will her gift for getting on with others.
This position of Venus suggests that Amy could be the
peacemaker within her family environment as there is
something about her presence which placates and
creates harmony. She will use a blend of diplomacy and
charm to foster good relations between family members
as she prefers to live in an unruffled atmosphere. It could
be that Amy has inherited talents and abilities via her
ancestral heritage, possibly through the female line. She
may have artistic flair, particularly in the areas of
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architecture, interior design or home improvement. Her
ideal home would be attractive, stylish and restful providing a perfect place to entertain and an oasis of
calm from a stressful world.
PLANET MARS
AMY’S ENERGY, AIMS & WILLPOWER
Mars in Amy’s birth chart reveals how confident she is
about setting and achieving goals and how easy she finds
it to motivate herself and to act independently. It will
also point to what excites and energises her as well as
what irritates her and makes her feel angry or frustrated.
Amy’s birth chart Mars will describe the type of males she
feels drawn to or repelled by.
AMY’S MARS IS
IN LEO
Element FIRE
Quality FIXED
Ruler THE SUN

AMY'S MARS IS IN LEO, RULED BY THE SUN which
suggests she is motivated by goals that enable her to
perform, to shine, to earn admiration and esteem. She
wants her activities to attract positive attention as she
years to make herself proud. That sense of self-respect is
all important to her as it motivates her and drives her
determination to win. Amy's intention is always to act
with courage and honour. She becomes downhearted if
she falls short of her own high standards. Amy's
disappointment in herself is acute and difficult for her to
accept. She finds it hard to Amy and shame herself so she
tends to delegate the blame to others. Such behaviour
does not show her to her best advantage and is not
worthy of her. It can make her arrogant and patronising.
This placement of Mars suggests that Amy bears the
hallmarks of a noble and heroic leader. She will be ready
to step into this exalted position once she has fought her
faults and taken command of her inner demons.
AMY'S LIST OF MOST DESIRABLE MALE ATTRIBUTES
would include charisma and self-assurance. She is
repelled by arrogant behaviour in men.
LEO ELEMENT IS FIRE & QUALITY IS FIXED Amy's
physical energy is fuelled by her level of self-confidence.
Pride makes her powerful and super-charged for
achievement. Stage-fright drains her strength and turns
her into a quivering wreck. Once she is on course for
goals that she believes are worth aiming for, her stamina
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is spectacular and sees her through the most dramatic
situations. Amy can be a bit too determined to have her
own way, which may earn her the reputation for being a
bit too bossy.
THE SUN IS RULER OF MARS IN LEO Its placement in
Amy's birth chart will influence her physical energy and
stamina. The position of the Sun helps to explain what
motivates her and how she approaches the task of
setting and achieving goals.
MARS ENERGY IN ACTION The Sun working through the
dynamic sign of Leo gives a fiery boost to Amy's physical
drive and willpower. She takes an enthusiastic, wholehearted approach to life and she expects to win the
goals she sets herself. She does not like it if she cannot
have her own way but that is when she needs to realise
that there are times when the dignified thing to do is to
give way.
MARS IN THE
4TH HOUSE

THE HOROSCOPE HOUSE FOR AMY’S ACTION PLANET
MARS will help to explain in which situations she is likely
to be at her most competitive and courageous. Amy’s
method of motivating herself will be expressed through
this area of her life, as will her way of setting and
achieving goals.
This position of Mars suggests that Amy could be the
energetic one within her home. It is possible that she has
inherited physical prowess, courage and stamina via her
ancestral line, especially if there is a history of heroes
within her gene pool. Her ideal domestic environment
would be within running distance of a gym, where she
can release any pent-up frustrations by putting herself
through her paces. If Amy grows up in an atmosphere of
competition, where individual strengths are encouraged
and people are urged to act on their own initiative, so
much the better. What would not be so good is too
much fighting, feuding or rivalry among family members.
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DWARF PLANET CERES - AMY’S CAPACITY FOR
PRODUCING, PROTECTING & NURTURING
Ceres in Amy’s birth chart reveals where and when she is
at her most fertile and productive. It will offer
information on how she expresses her creative skills
naturally and organically. Ceres will show how she
demonstrates her concern for others and will explain
how she cares for and nurtures herself. Its placement
can point to any issues she has with taking food and
nourishment.
AMY’S CERES IS
IN AQUARIUS
Element AIR
Quality FIXED
Ruler PLANET URANUS

AMY'S CERES IS IN AQUARIUS, RULED BY PLANET
URANUS which suggests that she feels nurtured and
supported in situations where she is allowed to express
her inventiveness and individuality. She is at her most
productive in roles where she is creating groundbreaking techniques that are designed to revolutionise
current systems. Amy's unconventional attitude and
innovative approach can help to foster originality in
others.
CERES AND THE FOOD FACTOR Amy's attitude to food
might be rather erratic as her appetite could tend to
switch on and off without warning. She may be
interested in humanitarian or social issues involving
nutrition.
AQUARIUS ELEMENT IS AIR & QUALITY IS FIXED Amy is
at her most fertile and productive when she is being
original. To create is to innovate as far as she is
concerned. She finds the prototype stages of her
projects the most fulfilling as they enable her to
experiment with different ways of getting things off the
ground. She is keen to implement ideas with the
potential to modernise existing methods. She is looking
to break with traditions and conventions that she feels
will not be able to survive into the future.
PLANET URANUS IS RULER OF CERES IN AQUARIUS Its
placement in Amy's birth chart will influence her
productivity and her approach to creative projects. The
position of Uranus helps to explain how she expresses
and fulfils the nurturing side of her nature.
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CERES IN AQUARIUS - TRIBAL PROTECTOR Under the
influence of Uranus & Aquarius, Amy's urge to nurture
will come to the fore in group settings. She will fill a
protective role and she will probably be the one who
seeds creative ideas into the collective consciousness of
any team she is involved with. Connections with kindred
spirits are a positive part of her life as they provide her
with protection from any sense of not fitting in.
CERES IN THE
10TH HOUSE

THE HOROSCOPE HOUSE FOR AMY’S PRODUCTIVE
PLANET CERES will help to explain in which situations she
is likely to be at her most fertile and fruitful. Her ability to
conceive a project and nurture it through to completion
will be expressed through this area of her life.
This position of Ceres suggests that Amy has the
potential to create a fertile and fulfilling career for
herself. She would be particularly productive in situations
where she is generating plans and schemes, and
nurturing them through from seed stage to fruition.
There could be an element of creative design involved in
her projects. She may be drawn to professions involving
agricultural production or food preparation. She could
also do well in protective roles, where she is fostering the
health and safety of those she is responsible for.
PLANET JUPITER - AMY’S ABILITY TO EXPLORE THE
UNKNOWN AND TO MAKE THE MOST OF
OPPORTUNITY & GOOD FORTUNE
Jupiter’s position in Amy’s birth chart reveals how eager
she is to explore, discover and embrace new
experiences. It also describes her attitude to countries,
cultures and belief systems that are foreign to her own
and it shows where she is at her most intelligent,
generous, adventurous and optimistic.

AMY’S JUPITER IS
IN SAGITTARIUS
Element FIRE
Quality MUTABLE
Ruler PLANET JUPITER

AMY'S JUPITER IS IN SAGITTARIUS, STRONG IN ITS OWN
ZODIAC SIGN which makes it easy for her to see life as a
great big opportunity. Whatever or whoever she comes
across hold potential as far as she is concerned. The issue
is to realise that it is impossible to do everything and be
everywhere. She is better than most at splashing herself
across a wide canvas and enjoying myriad experiences
but even she has to admit there is a point where she
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reaches burn-out because she has taken on too much.
Amy's voracious appetite for novelty can make her add
items to a diary that is already bulging at the seams. The
only way she will be able to get through her agenda is to
prioritise which activities should take precedence.
Allocating an order of preference will give her a sense of
perspective. Taking a bird's eye view will help her to get
a clearer idea of where she is going and why. She will see
that some of the objectives on her wish list are more
beneficial to her than others, and she will be able to drop
the ones that can be postponed to a future date. She will
never say never, but she might yell Never Again! if she
has had an experience and hated it. She learns just as
much from her mistakes as she does from her successes.
Amy is ready to sign up for just about anything but she
might draw the line at getting lumbered with dreary
people or burdened with repetitive routines.
SAGITTARIUS ELEMENT IS FIRE & QUALITY IS MUTABLE
Amy is at her most positive and optimistic when she is
advancing towards a new adventure. She is enthralled at
the prospect of going where she has never been before.
She is excited to be expanding her levels of knowledge
and experience. She is an intrepid explorer who enjoys
venturing into the unknown. She struggles when things
stagnate or life gets too repetitive. She cannot stand it
when the walls close in and there is nothing to look
forward to. She has to keep moving, travelling on to her
next destination.
JUPITER IS STRONG IN ITS OWN ZODIAC SIGN
SAGITTARIUS, emphasising Amy's ability to make the
most of opportunity. Her interest in adventure and
discovery ensures that her life stays exciting and that she
continues to grow in knowledge and experience. Jupiter
gives Amy the gift of optimism which helps her to take a
positive approach to most situations, even those that
appear hopeless or impossible to others.
JUPITER IN SAGITTARIUS - THE JOURNEY IS THE
DESTINATION The restless energy of Jupiter, strong in its
own sign of Sagittarius, is excited by the prospect of
exploring the Unknown. New horizons, fresh
experiences - there is so much out there yet to be
discovered. Even if Amy is physically confined to one
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place, she will still want to travel mentally or emotionally
so that she can continue to expand her current levels of
consciousness.
JUPITER IN THE
6TH HOUSE

THE HOROSCOPE HOUSE FOR AMY’S JUPITER, PLANET
OF PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT, will help to explain in
which situations she is likely to be at her most optimistic
and open to opportunity. It will also show which area of
her life offers the greatest potential for personal growth.
This position of Jupiter suggests that Amy's positive
approach when getting to grips with daily life will attract
opportunities to her. She understands how to find the
joy in small, everyday experiences. She tackles routine
chores with an optimistic attitude and she enjoys
employing the skills & techniques which are guaranteed
to improve efficiency and effectiveness. She is prepared
to put effort into maximising the potential of whatever
she is doing, and she is a good example to colleagues
who complain that their jobs are mundane or boring.
Amy may wish to work with animals, particularly horses.
Other areas of interest work-wise could be in the health
and wellbeing or diet and fitness industries. This position
of Jupiter suggests a generally good constitution. If
there are any health issues they are likely to be as a result
of risk-taking, or of a situation or activity that has become
overgrown or which has been over-extended in some
way.
PLANET SATURN - AMY’S ABILITY TO WORK WITH
STRUCTURE & DISCIPLINE
Saturn defines Amy’s attitude towards authority and
explains how she handles responsibility. It reveals how
she copes with setbacks and frustrations - most of which
are created by her own doubts and fears - as well as any
pessimistic attitudes she has about her ability to achieve
her goals in life. Saturn will also show where Amy is at her
most ambitious, mature, patient and wise.

AMY’S SATURN IS
IN SCORPIO
Element WATER
Quality FIXED
Ruler PLANET PLUTO

AMY'S SATURN IS IN SCORPIO, RULED BY PLANET
PLUTO which suggests that she is a deeply disciplined
person who can be really hard on herself. She is not
prepared to compromise on the tough standards she
expects to reach and maintain. As her ambitions tend to
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be focussed on achievement in areas that others would
judge as demanding, it is probably just as well that she
insists on such rigid criteria in priming herself for success.
Amy's strong sense of dignity forbids her to take on a
commitment unless she is prepared to see it through to
its conclusion. She is unlikely to attempt anything she
fears she may not be able to accomplish. She will
probably invest a considerable amount of time in
preparing herself to cope with challenge before she feels
ready to step into the profession or vocation she has
selected.
SCORPIO ELEMENT IS WATER & QUALITY IS FIXED Amy
is at her most structured and disciplined when she is
trying to manage in tough circumstances. She fears the
loss of control that challenge can bring. She worries that
the situation will overpower her and she will not be able
to cope. Perhaps she feels a bit like the legendary Dutch
boy with her finger in the dyke, or King Canute holding
back the waves. But she sticks to her task because her
pride is at stake and she dreads the shame of giving up
or letting go.
PLANET PLUTO IS RULER OF SATURN IN SCORPIO Its
placement in Amy's birth chart will influence her ability to
achieve her ambitions, to handle responsibility and to
cope with difficulties and delays.
SATURN IN SCORPIO - CONTROL IS ALL The somewhat
obsessive influence of Pluto and Scorpio combined with
Saturn's respect for control might make Amy list the
ability to manage her life as her top priority. She fears the
feeling of being out of her depth or not being able to
cope. But once she has gained a handle on how to
proceed, she will develop the tenacity to fulfil the most
demanding, dramatic and challenging of goals.
SATURN IN THE
6TH HOUSE

THE HOROSCOPE HOUSE FOR AMY’S SATURN, PLANET
OF DUTY & RESPONSIBILITY, will help to explain in which
situations she is likely to be at her most serious and
mature, and also at her most ambitious and status
conscious. It will also show which areas of her life tend
to burden her with fear or doubt.
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This position of Saturn suggests that Amy tends to take
daily life a bit too seriously. There is a definite sense of
duty in everything she does and the fear of getting it
wrong or making a mistake looms over her like a dark
cloud. She has a habit of judging her own way of working
and can be critical of her ability to accomplish even the
most mundane tasks. She frets about her responsibilities
and nags herself about not carrying them out properly.
She denies herself the fun of living with pets because she
doubts whether she can cope with the extra chores they
create. Yet this position of Saturn indicates that once she
trusts her own skills, methods and techniques Amy will
become the epitome of efficiency and effectiveness.

AMY’S PERSONALITY &
RELATIONSHIPS

THE FOUR ANGLES OF AMY’S BIRTH CHART

AMY’S PERSONAL
& PROFESSIONAL GOALS

RISING &
SETTING SIGNS
PERSONALITY
& RELATIONSHIPS

Also known as her Ascendant and Descendant, these
signs are the sections of the zodiac which were rising in
the east and setting in the west at the time of Amy’s
birth, in the place of her birth. They play an important role
in the way she projects her personality and the manner
in which she approaches her relationships with others.

GEMINI RISING SIGN
(ASCENDANT) RULED BY
PLANET MERCURY

Amy's personality comes across as quick, clever and
adaptable, but with a mobile quality that can make her
seem difficult to pin down. She gives the initial
impression of being a natural communicator and
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networker, well informed and clued up on her subject.
She takes an inquisitive approach to life. She likes to
know what is going on, she is keen to keep up with the
latest news and always on the lookout for effective short
cuts to help get her message across. Amy is interested in
a variety of subjects and can usually engage easily in
discussions on many topics. But when the conversation
begins to drag, her interest starts to flag and she slips
away, looking for a more intriguing dialogue to join in
with.
SAGITTARIUS SETTING
SIGN (DESCENDANT)
RULED BY PLANET
JUPITER

RULERS OF AMY’S
RISING & SETTING SIGNS

Amy is looking for partners who can expand her horizons
and open her to new potentials. There will be something
about them that encourages her to grow beyond her
existing limits. She is drawn to individuals who are
intelligent and optimistic and who take a philosophical,
broad-minded approach to life. Amy's ideal associates
could be interested in travel and discovery, they might
come from overseas, or they may have had a series of
experiences by the time she meets them. The people she
pairs up with see her as adventurous and outgoing, but
they would need to come to terms with the restless side
of her soul.
PLANET MERCURY IS RULER OF RISING SIGN
(ASCENDANT) IN GEMINI Its placement in Amy's birth
chart will influence the way she experiences, reacts and
responds to the world around her. The position of
Mercury affects the way she projects her personality and
the impression she makes on other people when they
first meet her.
PLANET JUPITER IS RULER OF SETTING SIGN
(DESCENDANT) IN SAGITTARIUS Its placement in Amy's
birth chart will influence her relationship choices and
describe the type of partners she is likely to be attracted
to. The position of Jupiter gives information about the
kind of collaborations she is ideally suited to, as well as
those that are unlikely to serve her best interests.

MIDHEAVEN &
BASE SIGNS
PROFESSIONAL &
PERSONAL GOALS

Also known as her MC and IC, these signs are the
sections of the zodiac which were directly overhead the
place of Amy’s birth and directly overhead on the
opposite side of the world at the time of her birth. They
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play an important role in her choice of professional and
personal goals.

AQUARIUS MIDHEAVEN
SIGN (MC) RULED BY
PLANET URANUS

Amy will be drawn to careers that leave her free to follow
her own path and do things her way. She is probably
happier in situations where she can be freelance, or selfemployed. She would prefer to carry full responsibility for
achieving success rather than having to kow-tow to
experts and authorities or to observe corporate
procedures. Professional protocols are not her style, and
she is likely to rebel against rules & regulations that she
considers to be irrelevant or obsolete. She does not see
the point of human resource hierarchies and tends to
approach authority figures and self-appointed experts as
though they are her equals. While she is prepared to
contribute her best to any collective enterprise, she will
probably resist having to adapt to imposed timetables
and routines, unless she can see that they serve a
specific purpose. Although Amy may feel like a misfit
within conventional corporations, she is tailor-made to
cope in setups that demand the ability to innovate and
improvise. There could be something unconventional,
original, innovative, futuristic or humanitarian about
Amy's professional path which may feature involvement
with groups, teams and kindred spirits. It is possible that
ground-breaking ideas and technologies play an
important role in her chosen industry.

LEO BASE SIGN (IC)
RULED BY THE SUN

Amy will not feel at all comfortable in personal situations
that cramp her style or undermine her self-confidence.
She needs a place where she can go to re-charge her
batteries. Her home base should be somewhere she
takes pride in, a celebration of her life and a showcase
for her accomplishments - from nursery school artwork
to professional diplomas. Amy's choice of interior decor
would reflect her true character, but should also let in
plenty of light and sunshine. There may be something
theatrical or dramatic about the décor and there should
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be an atmosphere of opulence, even if it is created with
smoke and mirrors! Ideally, her personal situation will put
her right at the centre of things - offering her a leading
role and a special place in the spotlight.

RULERS OF AMY’S
MIDHEAVEN & BASE
SIGNS

PLANET URANUS IS RULER OF MIDHEAVEN SIGN (MC)
IN AQUARIUS Its placement in Amy's birth chart will
influence her professional and career goals as well as her
lifestyle choices. The position of Uranus gives
information about the type of vocation that she is
naturally suited to and which is likely to offer her the
most fulfilment, success and satisfaction in worldly
terms.
THE SUN IS RULER OF BASE SIGN (IC) IN LEO Its
placement in Amy's birth chart will influence her personal
goals and describe the type of home environment that is
best suited to her. The position of the Sun gives
information about the kind of surroundings that help her
to feel comfortable, so she can relax and let her guard
down.
THERE IS A HARMONIOUS FORMATION BETWEEN
AMY’S RISING & SETTING SIGNS AND AMY’S
MIDHEAVEN AND BASE SIGNS WHICH SUGGESTS:

PATTERNS AND
FORMATIONS OF AMY’S
BIRTH CHART ANGLES

that the image and personality she projects suit the
profession and lifestyle she aspires to, making it
easier for her to achieve her desired goals
that her profession and lifestyle encourage her to
project an image which reflects her true personality
that her home life and personal relationships support
her professional progress
that the nature of her professional ambitions and
aspirational goals support her private life and
increase her enjoyment of it
THE FOUR ANGLES of Amy’s Birth Chart are in Fire and
Air Signs. This suggests that she will be able to combine
enthusiasm
and
self-confidence
with
good
communication skills in the fulfilment of her personal and
professional goals. Any problems she has will be because
it might not be so easy for her to stay practical and
realistic. She will need to remember that high-flown
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theories – however exciting – must be made to work in
real terms.

THE PATH OF THE MOON’S NODES

“IT IS GOOD TO HAVE AN
END TO JOURNEY
TOWARD BUT IT IS THE
JOURNEY THAT
MATTERS, IN THE END”
URSULA LE GUIN

The Moon’s Nodes in Amy’s birth chart represent her Life
Path and describe her evolutionary journey here on
Planet Earth. She is travelling from the South Node
towards the North Node. The South Node could be seen
as a place that she has already visited. She has acquired
skills, experience, lessons, memories and impressions
while being there that will stay with her forever. They
have become part of who she now is. Amy is ready for
her next learning curve, which will take her along the
unfamiliar path that leads to her North Node.
As this next step of her journey unfolds she will undergo
new adventures which will encourage her to develop
facets of her character that are as yet undiscovered.
Because these unknown parts of herself are just
beginning to emerge, she will not feel sure of them. The
tendency will be to fall back on what she does know, and
what she can do. But life will keep reminding her that she
does not want to stay in the South Node. She wishes to
progress to the North Node, collecting all the
knowledge, experience, potentials and possibilities that
are offered to her along the way.
AMY’S JOURNEY ACROSS THE ZODIAC
FROM SAGITTARIUS TO GEMINI

coming from SOUTH
NODE IN SAGITTARIUS,

Amy is highly proficient in a wide variety of subjects. Now
it is time to focus her interest so that she can pass on her
wisdom to those who will benefit from her guidance.
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RULED BY PLANET
JUPITER

Amy will have to condense large amounts of knowledge
and experience into simple, ABC formats that are easy to
understand. This could seem boring and unfulfilling to
her to begin with but she will gradually learn how
rewarding it can be to mentor and educate others. Amy
is an experienced traveller who is more at ease in an everchanging landscape. The time has come for her to settle
into a more confined community and develop links with
the people who live there.

POSSIBLE PAST LIFE &
ANCESTRAL LINE ISSUES

Amy may carry strong soul memories of wandering or
nomadic lifetimes in which long distances were travelled,
and many exciting adventures experienced. It is also
possible she is influenced by ancestral line imprints
involving religious beliefs, philosophy, and the quest for
knowledge.

moving towards NORTH
NODE IN GEMINI, RULED
BY PLANET MERCURY

Amy is learning to communicate in a format which makes
what she has to say easier to understand. She is bringing
her information back to its basic, ABC level so that
people with limited education or training have access to
it. As she is used to discussing her subjects at a high level,
she tends to slip back into the specialist terminology that
flows so fluently. Amy will gradually master the art of
instructing at a variety of stages - from elementary to
advanced. At the same time, she is figuring out how to
function within the close-knit network of a local
neighbourhood, where interests are confined to
community matters rather than international affairs.

RULERS OF AMY’S
NORTH & SOUTH NODES

PLANET MERCURY IS RULER OF NORTH NODE IN
GEMINI Its placement in Amy's birth chart will influence
the nature and direction of her Life Journey and its
evolutionary path. The position of Mercury also gives
information about the purpose of her present life
experience.
PLANET JUPITER IS RULER OF SOUTH NODE IN
SAGITTARIUS Its placement in Amy's birth chart helps to
explain the influence of her ancestral line within her
current lifetime. The position of Jupiter also gives
information about the strengths and weaknesses she
has inherited via her gene pool, from the generations
who went before her.
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THE HOROSCOPE HOUSES CONTAINING Amy’s North &
South Nodes, will reveal in which area of life she already
has plenty of experience and the direction towards
which she now needs to channel her energies. There will
probably be a tendency to fall back on what has gone
before, because the ground feels so familiar. But it is
important to her personal growth that she pushes
forward into territory that is not so well known to her, so
that she can continue to progress, develop and evolve.
AMY’S JOURNEY ACROSS THE HOROSCOPE
FROM 7TH HOUSE TO 1ST HOUSE

from the SOUTH NODE IN
7TH HOUSE OF
RELATIONSHIPS,
PARTNERSHIPS &
INTERACTION WITH
OTHERS

Amy is moving away from being dependent on the
advice, wishes and needs of other people as her main
source of motivation. She is also ready to rely less on the
use of charm and the art of persuasion in getting what
she wants and more on the urge to go after her own
targets on her own terms.

POSSIBLE PAST LIFE AND
ANCESTRAL LINE ISSUES

Amy could be dealing with influences from previous
incarnations which involve co-dependent or controlling
relationships. There may be soul memories of situations
where personal charm, tact and persuasiveness were
necessary resources. The arts of diplomacy and
negotiation could have been necessary to the survival of
some sections of Amy's ancestral line.

to the NORTH NODE
IN 1ST HOUSE OF
PERSONAL IMPACT,
SELF-MOTIVATION &
PRO-ACTIVITY

Amy is developing the ability to assert her own will. She
is used to being driven by the wishes and needs of others
and when she is feeling aimless or unmotivated, she
tends to fall back on fitting in with those around her. She
will gradually relinquish the habit of pleasing people as
she starts to prioritise the call of her own goals and the
desire of wanting to fulfil them. Amy tends to default into
a position of dithering over decisions and asking for
advice from others. She is learning to listen to her own
counsel, trust her own judgement and commit to her
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own choices.

PLANETS AS RULERS OF THE
12 ZODIAC SIGNS
The Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, Neptune & Pluto are each linked to one or more
of the 12 zodiac signs. They are said to rule the sign or
signs they are associated with.
A planet is thought to have a stronger influence when it
is placed in a sign that it rules. Planets placed in each
other’s signs (for example Venus in Aries and Mars in
Libra) are said to be in Mutual Reception, which creates
a strong bond between their energies.
THIS REPORT CONTAINS REFERENCES TO THE
RULERS IN AMY’S BIRTH CHART
THE SUN AS
RULER of LEO

When the Sun rules or influences a planet or point in the
birth chart, it has an enlivening effect. It brings warmth
and self-assurance and provides a sense of playfulness,
fun and joyful generosity. The Sun enhances levels of
confidence and self-respect. But it can also create energy
that is bossy, demanding or domineering and it can
generate an arrogant attitude. THE SUN IS RULER OF
AMY’S VENUS, MARS & BASE SIGN (IC) IN LEO

MERCURY AS RULER
of GEMINI & VIRGO

When Mercury rules a planet or point in the birth chart, it
has an informative impact. It brings curiosity and
cleverness, the ability to communicate, and a love of
learning. But it also creates a tendency to skim across the
surface of subjects and to spread rumours that may not
be true. Mercury’s influence makes the efficient and
effective organisation of information especially
important, but it can also create a propensity to obsess
about tiny details. MERCURY IS RULER OF AMY’S RISING
SIGN (ASCENDANT) & NORTH NODE IN GEMINI AND
HER SUN AND MERCURY IN VIRGO.
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JUPITER AS RULER
of SAGITTARIUS

When Jupiter rules or influences a planet or point in the
birth chart, it has a positive impact. It brings optimism
and hope, an ability to move forward and a love of
exploration and adventure. But it also creates a restless
quality that can cause a tendency to take reckless risks.
It can be a bit careless and slapdash, and somewhat
unsympathetic towards those anxious souls who fear
the unknown. JUPITER IS RULER OF AMY’S SETTING
SIGN (DESCENDANT) & SOUTH NODE IN SAGITTARIUS
AND ITS INFLUENCE IS STRONG IN ITS OWN ZODIAC
SIGN.

SATURN AS RULER
of CAPRICORN

When Saturn rules or influences a planet or point in the
birth chart, it has a maturing effect. It brings the capacity
to commit to long term ambitions, an ability to plan
ahead and a respect for hard work and effort. But it also
creates doubts, fears and inhibitions as well as strong
concerns about being judged by others. SATURN IS
RULER OF AMY’S MOON IN CAPRICORN.

URANUS AS RULER
of AQUARIUS

When Uranus rules or influences a key planet or point in
the birth chart, it has an unconventional, innovative
impact. It brings the capacity to cope with unexpected
change, an ability to invent new solutions to old
problems and a love of liberty, fraternity and equality.
But it also creates a tendency to rebel against routines,
rules and restrictions. URANUS IS RULER OF AMY’S
MIDHEAVEN SIGN (MC) IN AQUARIUS.

PLUTO AS RULER
of SCORPIO

When Pluto rules or influences a key planet or point in the
birth chart, it has an empowering effect. It brings the
capacity to cope with challenge, an ability to see beneath
the surface of most situations and a respect for loyalty
and integrity. But it also creates a tendency to be too
intense, to dive too deep and to make life more
complicated than it needs to be. PLUTO IS RULER OF
AMY’S SATURN IN SCORPIO.
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AMY’S OUTER
(GENERATIONAL)
PLANETS

Because the outer Planets take so long to orbit the Sun,
their placements in zodiac signs are interpreted for
Amy’s generation rather than on a personal level. They
are seen to influence her life directly through the
Planetary Patterns, Rulerships and Horoscope Houses of
her Birth Chart.
CHIRON "The wound is the place where the Light enters
you" Rumi. Chiron in Amy’s birth chart represents her
capacity for healing herself and for helping to heal
others. The ability to heal extends to all life forms:
mineral, plant, animal and human and includes the Planet
itself.

AMY’S CHIRON IS
IN GEMINI

CHIRON IN THE
12TH HOUSE

Amy was born while Chiron was passing through Gemini,
the sign of communication, education and community.
This suggests that her generation could be involved in
healing the kind of pain and suffering caused by
ignorance or lack of understanding. They might be
instrumental in spreading educational information, as
well as creating links between communities who can
provide healing and those who need it. Amy's peer group
could also show an interest in the curative power of
words and because Gemini is the sign of the mind, they
may be dealing with serious mental health problems. But
they must be careful not to settle for superficial, quickfix solutions.
THE HOROSCOPE HOUSE FOR CHIRON shows in which
sphere of life Amy is likely to express empathy for pain
and suffering. It will also point to ways in which she has
been wounded - whether physically, mentally or
emotionally - by life.
This position of Chiron suggests that its influence will
affect the subtle energies of Amy's multi-dimensional
inner world. Her healing abilities and therapeutic talents
are most effective when guided by her imagination. She
does not have to be physically present in order to give
healing as she works with subtle energies which can be
transmitted very effectively via telepathy. If Amy has
been through any kind of wounded-ness, the scars could
stem from negative or painful images that haunt her
dreams. They could be some form of psychic
premonition which warns of suffering without showing
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any information about how to prevent it. If Amy has any
physical health problems, they might be connected with
her feet or they could involve some form of allergic
reaction.

AMY’S URANUS IS
IN SAGITTARIUS

URANUS IS IN
THE 6TH HOUSE

URANUS "Everyone thinks of changing the world, but no
one thinks of changing himself" Leo Tolstoy. Planet
Uranus shows what it is about Amy that is unique and
original and what makes her different from everyone
else. It also describes her ability to cope with change. It
shows how she responds and adapts to sudden shifts in
her circumstances or surroundings. The position of
Uranus in her birth chart will point to how and where she
is at her most free-spirited and non-judgemental. Uranus
can also flag up any tendency in Amy to rebel against
established rules & regulations.
Amy was born while Uranus was passing through
Sagittarius, the sign of knowledge and experience. This
suggests that her generation could be involved in
exploring how philosophies and belief systems can
facilitate radical changes in outlook and evolve
Humankind's understanding of its existence and its role
in the Cosmos. But a little of the expansive energy of
Sagittarius goes a long way and this social group may
need to watch a tendency to take things too far, too
soon. They should beware of introducing ideas that are
so way ahead of their time they could cause more harm
than good.
THE HOROSCOPE HOUSE FOR URANUS shows in which
area of her life Amy will be at her most unconventional,
unorthodox, innovative and original. It will also point to
ways in which she may be made to feel abandoned and
excluded, or treated like a misfit because she is
perceived to be different and possibly even abnormal.
This position of Uranus suggests that its influence will
affect Amy's everyday existence, her daily routine, her
work, her health and wellbeing. She takes an unorthodox
approach to mundane matters. She is not keen on strict
schedules and she prefers to treat each day as though it
is a fresh start. She invents her own skills, techniques and
methods for getting her work done, and she is well
suited to freelance or short contract positions, or to jobs
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which involve constant and sudden change. Situations
that are too static, predictable or confining make her feel
claustrophobic and can have a negative effect on her
wellbeing. Health issues can crop up unexpectedly and
could be linked to problems with blood or blood flow. If
Amy has pets, she is unlikely to fuss over them. She
would probably take a live and let live attitude towards
them and give them as much freedom as possible.

AMY’S NEPTUNE IS
IN SAGITTARIUS

NEPTUNE IS IN
THE 7TH HOUSE

NEPTUNE "Not all dreamers are winners, but all winners
are dreamers. Your dream is the key to your future" Mark
Gorman. Planet Neptune shows Amy’s ability to use her
imagination. It describes what inspires her and explains
how her dreams and visions influence the choices she
makes. The position of Neptune in her birth chart will also
show where she is most vulnerable and confused, and
most easily deceived or most likely to mislead others.
Amy was born while Neptune was passing through
Sagittarius, the sign of knowledge and experience. This
suggests that her generation could be involved in
exploring the role of religious and spiritual beliefs. How
they can be used to enlighten and inspire but also to
confuse and deceive. They may also be instrumental in
questioning the role of the media and entertainment
industries in manipulating mass populations through the
use of smoke and mirrors. The philosophical energy of
Sagittarius could help this social group take an intelligent
and understanding approach to the roles that faith and
dogma play in people's lives.
THE HOROSCOPE HOUSE FOR NEPTUNE shows in which
realm of life Amy is at her most sensitive, imaginative and
visionary. It can also indicate where she is likely to be
deceived, or how her energies are most vulnerable to
being vampired by those who wish to prey on her
sympathy and compassion.
This position of Neptune suggests that its influence will
affect Amy's relationships and her connections with
others. She takes a rather unrealistic and over-romantic
approach to getting involved with someone else. She
tends to see what she wants to see about the situation,
rather than what is actually there. She is longing for
rather unworldly, somewhat spiritual or telepathic
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connections with her associates and she gets
disappointed if they cannot or will not deliver on her
expectations. Amy's ideal partners would be those who
recognised this about her and sympathised with her
instead of letting her down or taking advantage of her
whimsical attitude.

AMY’S PLUTO IS
IN LIBRA

PLUTO IS IN
THE 6TH HOUSE

PLUTO "The day the power of love overrules the love of
power, the world will know peace." Mahatma Gandhi.
Planet Pluto shows the extent of Amy’s personal power
and how she channels it. It also explains how she works
with the power to transform. The position of Pluto in her
birth chart will show how and where she seeks the
challenge that will help her to overcome the weaker and
less developed aspects of her character.
Amy was born while Pluto was passing through Libra, the
sign of collaboration and co-operation. This generation
may be involved in a movement which attempts to
transform and equalise the balance of power in
relationships between those who appear to be strong
and in control and those who do not. As Libra energy can
find it difficult to confront the ugly, unvarnished truth,
this social group will have to watch a tendency to
smooth over treacherous or dangerous events to make
them appear less gruesome or grave than they actually
are.
THE HOROSCOPE HOUSE FOR PLUTO reveals in which
area of life Amy will be at her most powerful and intense.
It may show where she prefers to be private, or to keep
things undercover until she is ready to disclose or expose
them. It could also point to ways in which she tends to
sabotage herself out of a sense of guilt or shame – often
because she is taking the blame for something that is not
her fault.
This position of Pluto suggests that its influence will
affect Amy's everyday existence, her regular routine, her
work, her health and wellbeing. She is extremely efficient
when it comes to ploughing through her list of daily
chores. Her skills are especially effective in situations
involving regeneration or where a difficult job has to be
done in demanding circumstances. Her strong gut
instincts and uncanny x-ray vision may be tools that she
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uses to deliver impeccable results. But her dedication to
duty could make mundane matters more of a challenge
than they need to be. Amy will probably have to guard
against getting so intensely involved in intricate details
that they overwhelm her day and over-complicate her
life. Although she will need to watch a tendency to get
obsessed about her own fitness routines, she could help
others to transform their lives through diet and exercise.
Her connections with work colleagues are likely to be
complex and she may play the role of psychologist or
detective within the workplace. Her attitude to animals
would be either intense or impassive.
ERIS "To know oneself, one should assert oneself." Albert
Camus. Dwarf Planet Eris shows how assertive Amy is and
how capable she is of standing up for herself. The
position of Eris in her birth chart points to how and where
she will need to fight against the destructive forces of
aggression, rivalry and revenge within her character.
The People of Planet Earth are moving between a
primitive, war-like state of consciousness to a more
enlightened level of awareness. As the true horror and
cost of war is dawning on us, we begin to realise that we
can continue to be self-assertive without causing so
much death and destruction. Amy has joined an
evolutionary process which is beginning to view
SEVERAL GENERATIONS competition as a tool for self-improvement rather than
HAVE AND WILL BE BORN as a means of basic survival.
WITH ERIS IN ARIES
ERIS IS IN
THE 11TH HOUSE

THE HOROSCOPE HOUSE FOR ERIS highlights the area
of life Amy will be at her most feisty and assertive. It
could also indicate where and how she tends to become
angry and get drawn into conflicts.
This position of Eris suggests that its influence will affect
Amy's connections with kindred spirits and her attitude
towards the future. She takes an assertive role in her
friendships and also in team and group situations. Her
friends, fellows and followers will have to make the best
of her feisty energy, even though it can turn
argumentative when she becomes impatient or
frustrated. Their effort is worthwhile since Amy is
prepared to defend them, stand up for them and fight
for their causes.
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ENERGY PATTERNS IN AMY’S BIRTH CHART
The energy patterns in Amy’s birth chart show how
different aspects of her character can enhance each
other by working together in harmony or fight with one
another by getting into conflict or competition. The level
of agreement or disagreement within her planetary
patterns will affect how easy or difficult it is for her to
fulfil her potential.
Energy patterns &
contacts involving the
Sun reveal more about
how easy or difficult it is
for Amy to express her
true character with
confidence & conviction.

THE SUN
SUN CONJUNCT MERCURY Amy is a born
communicator and a skilled interpreter, messenger
and networker with an interest in a variety of
subjects. She is strongly curious, which might make it
difficult for her to focus on one thing at a time. There
is a young at heart quality about Amy that creates a
natural affinity with younger people, but she could
also have a "Peter Pan" tendency to resist growing
up. Childhood links with people and places are a
strong influence.
SUN QUINTILE JUPITER Amy has a great gift for
taking a positive, optimistic approach to life, a special
ability to believe in herself and a remarkable aptitude
for making the most of opportunity.
SUN SQUARE NEPTUNE Amy's extreme sensitivity
can make her vulnerable and susceptible to being
overwhelmed by atmospheres. At times, life seems
unreal, confusing and chaotic. As she does not have
a strong sense of Self, it might be difficult for her to
focus on the fulfilment of her true potential.
SUN SQUARE RISING & SETTING SIGNS Amy could
struggle to reach a compromise between the
demands of her own aspirations for herself and the
expectations that others appear to place on her.
SUN SQUARE THE NODES This contact brings a sense
of being caught between past and future. Old habits
exert a potent pull but the urge to move forward is
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equally strong. The potential is to draw on
knowledge that has already been acquired, using it to
provide a springboard to the next level of
experience.
Energy patterns &
contacts involving the
Moon reveal more about
Amy’s instincts, emotions,
feelings and memories
and determine how easy
or difficult it is for her to
feel comfortable and
secure.

THE MOON
MOON SQUARE MERCURY Amy has a creative mind that
produces a variety of clever and interesting ideas.
Emotions can get in the way of her ability to stick to the
point or to get her messages across clearly. Amy has a
tendency to think when it would be better to feel, but
there will also be times when her moods and memories
get in the way of her ability to process, understand and
communicate information.
MOON SEXTILE SATURN Amy is naturally mature,
responsible and self-disciplined. These qualities are
very useful as they work to support her ambition to
achieve, whether in personal areas or at a
professional level.
MOON QUINCUNX CHIRON Amy's sensitivity to
suffering could be a source of stress as it creates a
tendency for her to be emotionally upset by sad
scenes and sob stories.
MOON CONJUNCT NEPTUNE Amy is naturally
imaginative,
impressionable,
sensitive
and
sympathetic. Her moods shift with the weather and
her feelings fluctuate according to the atmosphere.
Personal boundaries need to be put in place in order
to protect emotions so very vulnerable that it could
seem like living without skin.
MOON SEXTILE PLUTO Amy's natural intensity and
powerful instincts work to fulfil her creative goals and
enrich her personal life.

Energy patterns &
contacts involving
Mercury reveal more
about Amy’s
communication skills, her
early education and the
community she grew up
in.

PLANET MERCURY
MERCURY QUINTILE JUPITER Amy has an extremely
intelligent outlook and an ability to comprehend
complex concepts. She is a master of the art of
keeping an open mind and she has a special talent for
seeing the big picture.
MERCURY QUINTILE URANUS Amy has a remarkable
talent for producing ground-breaking, cutting-edge
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ideas. She is a master of the art of original thinking.
MERCURY SQUARE NEPTUNE A constant stream of
ideas and visions seep into Amy's mind, which can be
inspirational but also confusing. Chaotic, unfocussed
thought processes could undermine her ability to
communicate clearly.
MERCURY SQUARE RISING & SETTING SIGNS Some
aspects of Amy's communication style could get in
the way when she is trying to make connections with
other people. It's possible that the way in which she
receives and relays information might be
misinterpreted.
MERCURY SQUARE THE NODES The ability to
process, interpret . communicate information will
support progress along Amy's Life Path whereas a
tendency to skim across the surface of subjects will
not.
Energy patterns &
contacts involving Venus
reveal more about the
influence of Amy’s
relationships, values and
natural resources - the
talents & abilities she was
born with.

PLANET VENUS
VENUS CONJUNCT MARS Amy possesses a charming
quality which combines male and female energies
that is very appealing to people of both sexes and all
ages. She has an ability to create relationships where
partners support one another while encouraging
each other to maintain their independence. Her selfmotivation and resourcefulness are valued and
admired by others. Her talents are easily focussed on
the achievement of her chosen goals.
VENUS TRINE NEPTUNE Amy's personal charm
combined with her talent for entertaining could help
her to create material wealth. Her affinity with
natural beauty and her appreciation of artistic style
are valuable resources that enrich and enhance her
enjoyment of life.
VENUS TRINE ERIS Amy's natural talent for selfassertiveness enhances her personal charm and adds
value to her other abilities, assets and resources.
VENUS TRINE SETTING SIGN This contact suggests
that Amy will attract partners (personal and
professional) who appreciate and value her talents &
abilities.
VENUS TRINE SOUTH NODE Amy has easy access to
the reservoir of talents & abilities accumulated by her
ancestors. These resources will support and facilitate
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her progress along her Life Path.
Energy patterns &
contacts involving Mars
reveal more about the
influence of Amy’s
physical energy, her
motivation, her willpower
and her ability to get
things done.

Energy patterns &
contacts involving Ceres
reveal more about the
influence of Amy’s fertility
and productivity levels as
well as her ability to give
and receive nurturing.

PLANET MARS
MARS OPPOSING CERES A tendency to be fiercely
protective of partners, who may feel that Amy's urge
to nurture is pressed on them whether they need it
or not. Potential to be the driving force behind cooperative projects that involve starting from scratch
and seeing things through to fruition.
MARS QUINTILE SATURN Amy has a remarkable
talent for focussing on the winning of goals. She is a
master of the art of directing energy towards the
achievement of ambitions.
MARS TRINE NEPTUNE Amy's sensitive, imaginative
way of doing things helps to achieve her aims
without compromising her ideals.
MARS TRINE ERIS Amy's independent and selfassertive attitude enhances her competitive energies
to help her to win her goals.
MARS TRINE SETTING SIGN (DESCENDANT) Amy’s
dynamism, courage, drive and motivation help her to
attract partners who are willing to support her in the
winning of her goals.
MARS CONJUNCT BASE SIGN (IC) Family life tends to
encourage Amy to act independently and to take the
initiative. Her home environment should support the
need for her to stay focussed and self-motivated. It
could also provide a base for her entrepreneurial
projects.
MARS TRINE SOUTH NODE Amy has access to
reserves of strength, courage and motivation in her
ancestral line that can be used to ease her progress
along her life path.
DWARF PLANET CERES
CERES SEXTILE ERIS The feisty, assertive edge to
Amy's creative urges brings a competitive quality to
her projects and production processes which works
to ensure that she wins against her rivals or
opponents.
CERES TRINE RISING SIGN (ASCENDANT) The fertile,
productive and creative aspects of Amy's personality
make a favourable first impression, gaining attention
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and approval from others. The nurturing side of her
nature attracts a positive response from most of the
people she meets, who reciprocate by offering her
their care and concern in return.
CERES CONJUNCT MIDHEAVEN SIGN (MC) Amy's
professional and lifestyle goals are influenced by an
interest in creative projects that start from scratch
and follow through to fruition. Her career choices
should promote her productivity and may involve the
ability to nurture and protect.
CERES TRINE NORTH NODE Amy's fertile and
creative nature eases and enhances her progress on
the journey along her Life Path.
Energy patterns &
contacts involving Jupiter
reveal more about Amy’s
willingness to grow, her
levels of optimism and
how she attracts
opportunities into her life.

Energy patterns &
contacts involving Saturn
reveal more about the
nature and origins of
Amy’s doubts & fears, the
type of life lessons she is
likely to experience and
how she will cope with
them.

PLANET JUPITER
JUPITER OPPOSING CHIRON Amy's tendency to
over-empathise with the potential pain and suffering
within a situation could put her in a position to be
exploited, especially in her relationships with others.
JUPITER CONJUNCT URANUS Amy is willing to seize
the opportunity that unexpected change brings and
to use it as a tool for evolutionary growth. Her
adventurous attitude to risk-taking could be rather
reckless and unconventional but it is also highly
innovative. This contact between Jupiter and Uranus
can point to the presence of the unpredictable,
ground-breaking Genius Gene but it can also create a
wide streak of eccentricity.
PLANET SATURN
SATURN QUINCUNX CHIRON A sense of being under
obligation to provide long-term solutions to suffering
could be a source of stress to Amy.
SATURN CONJUNCT PLUTO This combination
strengthens Amy's levels of courage and resilience
but can make her life more difficult and complicated
than it needs to be, as it tends to dramatise the
seriousness of a situation. Her professional goals
should include an element of challenge, otherwise
she will not consider them to be worth the effort.
There is no lack of patience, endurance and longterm commitment from her as she prefers to achieve
something meaningful rather than simply settling for
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short-term success.
Energy patterns &
contacts involving Chiron
reveal more about Amy’s
ability to give and receive
healing.

Energy patterns &
contacts involving Uranus
reveal more about Amy’s
need for freedom and
what is original and
unconventional about
her.
Energy patterns &
contacts involving
Neptune reveal more
about its visionary and
inspirational role in Amy’s
horoscope.

ASTEROID CHIRON
CHIRON OPPOSING URANUS There could be a
tendency for Amy to resist healing processes which
impose the need to cut away from situations or
circumstances that are major sources of pain or
suffering. It may also be part of her evolutionary
process to heal wounds caused by or involving the
more original, unusual and unconventional aspects
of her character.
PLANET URANUS
There are no further planetary aspects involving Planet
Uranus other than those listed above.

PLANET NEPTUNE
NEPTUNE SEXTILE PLUTO Amy's ability to
imagine and visualise is supported by her power
to transform and regenerate.
NEPTUNE
CONJUNCT
SETTING
SIGN
(DESCENDANT) Amy prioritises romance in
relationships and she seeks soul mates with
similar happy-ever-after fantasies. Practical
matters may get sacrificed in her partnerships but
that would not matter so long as there was a
shared interest in making one another's dreams
come true. But there could be a tendency for
hopes to be deceived or disappointed if her
beloved falls off their pedestal and reveals their
feet of clay.
NEPTUNE CONJUNCT SOUTH NODE Amy's
default position might be to fade, disappear or
escape into a dream-like state when things
become too chaotic, confusing or overwhelming.
But a tendency to be over-sensitive to the more
distressing aspects of life could interfere with her
future development.
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Energy patterns &
contacts involving Pluto
reveal more about its role
in helping Amy to express
her personal power.
Energy patterns &
contacts involving Eris
reveal more about its role
in helping Amy to assert
herself effectively,
without having to resort
to aggression.

Energy patterns &
contacts involving the
Moon’s Nodes reveal
more about the nature of
Amy’s Life Journey and its
evolutionary path.

PLANET PLUTO
There are no further planetary aspects involving Planet
Pluto other than those listed above.

DWARF PLANET ERIS
ERIS TRINE SETTING SIGN (DESCENDANT) Amy could
be attracted to people who encourage her to assert
herself and to express her feisty side.
ERIS TRINE BASE SIGN (IC) The feisty, assertive
energies that Amy has inherited through her
ancestral line help her to defend herself and her
personal interests against rivals and opponents,
wherever she may be.
ERIS TRINE SOUTH NODE Amy was born with a
fighting spirit that could have been inherited through
her ancestral line. While it will be useful to her in
situations where she has to assert her will and
combat her opponents, she should not constantly
fall back on its feisty influence, as it could cause her
to be drawn into conflict even when there is really no
need to wage war.
NORTH & SOUTH NODES
NORTH
NODE
CONJUNCT
RISING
SIGN
(ASCENDANT) Amy's default position is to consult,
negotiate and co-operate within partnership
situations but this lifetime will provide a platform for
her to develop the ability to set goals and motivate
herself without having to rely on advice or feedback
from others.
SOUTH NODE CONJUNCT SETTING SIGN
(DESCENDANT) Amy was born with the ability to
negotiate with others that may have been inherited
through her ancestral line, or come from previous
existences. While it will provide the perfect starting
point from which to launch the journey along her
current life path, this co-operative energy must not
be allowed to dominate over her potential to learn
how to take the initiative without waiting for
encouragement or support from others.
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ENERGY FORMATIONS IN
AMY’S BIRTH CHART
The energy formations in Amy’s birth chart highlight
build-ups and surges of power which can work for her or
against her, depending on how she chooses to engage
with them.
STELLIUM is when there are several planets grouped
together in one sign of the Zodiac or one area of the
horoscope. This shows a concentration of energy that
will have a marked influence within Amy’s birth chart.
There is an investment in specific characteristics,
concerns or interests which could well dominate over
any other factors, depending on the planets involved.
STELLIUM IN 7TH HOUSE emphasises the
importance of relationships in Amy’s life and of her
dealings with other people – whether on a personal
or professional basis.
GRAND TRINE is when three factors in Amy’s birth chart
create a triangle made up of 3 x 120-degree angles. This
pattern brings a sense of unforced flow, where things
happen naturally. Grand trines are thought to show inborn talent and ability but they can create the impression
that, because everything comes so easily, there is no
point in pushing or striving for results. They can also
indicate a reluctance to climb out of cosy comfort zones.
GRAND TRINE IN FIRE SIGNS boosts general levels of
courage, spontaneity, energy and enthusiasm
creating a flow of natural confidence and bounce
which helps to maintain a positive, adventurous
attitude.
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T-SQUARE This is a dynamic pattern which brings
challenge, due to a sense of being pulled in three
different directions. But there is usually a willingness to
compromise, even though it can be difficult to decide
which goal or interest to prioritise. When energy and
resources are focussed effectively, Amy will find it
possible to meet all her targets.
T-SQUARE IN MUTABLE SIGNS brings a tendency to
diversify and spread energy (sometimes too thinly).
While it helps with multi-tasking, this formation can
cause Amy to get distracted or diverted away from
her main objective.
YOD This formation seems to bring awkwardness and
stress due to a sense of incompatibility between
different aspects of Amy’s character which cannot be
made to co-operate with each other. This planetary
pattern is a lesson in making energies work together,
despite their differences.
YOD IN EARTH, WATER & AIR SIGNS suggests that
while practical skills combined with instinct, intuition
& imagination can be used to create tangible results,
a perceived lack of information or an inability to
maintain a detached view of matters could be a
source of stress.
KITE People with this pattern in their birth chart tend to
be high flyers but they are motivated by the sheer
enjoyment which comes from working with their talents
and abilities to achieve the level they aspire to. They are
looking to inspire rather than to impress others.
KITE FORMATION IN FIRE & AIR SIGNS combines an
enthusiastic and positive attitude with an aptitude
for
processing
information,
learning
and
communicating.
MYSTIC RECTANGLE This pattern suggests Amy is
working with her talents and using her abilities with a
view to create harmony and balance, both for herself
and for others.
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MYSTIC RECTANGLE IN FIRE AND AIR SIGNS enables
enthusiasm and rational thinking to work well
together. The potential is to be motivated by ideas
and to feel passionate about seeking and spreading
true knowledge.

ELEMENTS AND
QUALITIES IN THE
BIRTH CHART

The balance of elements and qualities within a person’s
birth chart is based on the seven heavenly bodies
observed in traditional astrology: THE SUN, THE MOON,
MERCURY, VENUS, MARS, JUPITER & SATURN. They are
referred to as The Personal Planets. Dwarf Planets Ceres
& Eris, Asteroid Chiron and Outer Planets Uranus,
Neptune & Pluto are not included in the evaluation
process.

FIRE
EARTH
AIR
WATER

THE FOUR ELEMENTS IN
AMY’S BIRTH CHART

AMY HAS NO PERSONAL
PLANETS IN AIR SIGNS

VENUS & MARS IN LEO,
JUPITER IN SAGITTARIUS

If there is an emphasis of one element in Amy’s birth
chart, she will be able to use it naturally, without any
deliberate effort. The lack of an element might make her
try to compensate for its absence by over-stressing it in
some way. She could also be attracted to people who
express the characteristics of her missing element very
strongly.
FIRE ELEMENT ARIES, LEO & SAGITTARIUS
The element of Fire helps Amy to be courageous,
enthusiastic, assertive and adventurous. It fuels and
supports her ability to assert her individuality and
independence. Fire provides vitality, motivation and selfbelief, but its energy can also be demanding and
arrogant. Fiery planets can cause behaviour that is
reckless, restless & impatient.
If Amy finds it difficult to express her fire energy at any
time or for any reason, she could struggle to prioritise her
own goals, to act independently or to take the initiative.
She may not feel confident about being spontaneous
and she might find it hard to feel proud of herself, or to
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do things simply because she knows they are right for
her.

SUN & MERCURY IN
VIRGO, MOON IN
CAPRICORN

EARTH ELEMENT TAURUS, VIRGO & CAPRICORN
The element of Earth helps Amy to deal with real life
situations. It fuels her ability to function on a physical
level. It provides stability, common sense and
practicality, although its energy can be too dutiful and
conventional. While Earth enables her to enjoy life’s
physical pleasures, it can also make her too concerned
about material matters and rather strict about social
status.
If Amy is inhibited about expressing her earth energy at
any time or for any reason, she might find it difficult to
value her natural talents or to appreciate her ability to
cope with practical matters. She may struggle to stick to
schedules and follow timelines unless she understands
their importance to her personally. She might have to
work really hard to live life on a “normal” level.

NO PERSONAL PLANETS
IN AIR SIGNS

AIR ELEMENT GEMINI, LIBRA & AQUARIUS
The element of Air helps Amy to process, interpret and
communicate information. It fuels her ability to speak,
write and learn. Air is important for getting ideas across
to others and for understanding what they are thinking
or talking about. But airy energy can make her a bit too
dependent on facts and figures and rather dismissive of
data that originates from her emotions and imagination.
As Amy has no personal planets in this element, it might
be more difficult for her to trust her intellectual ability.
She may struggle to maintain clarity and perspective. She
could feel inadequate or inhibited when she tries to
express her thoughts or share her viewpoint with people
she perceives to be more educated or intelligent than
herself.
WATER ELEMENT CANCER, SCORPIO & PISCES
The element of Water helps Amy to dream – to be
imaginative, visionary, intuitive and inspirational. It fuels
her ability to be guided by her gut instincts. It enables her
to express empathy for others. But watery planets can
also cause over-emotional reactions and mood swings.

SATURN IN SCORPIO
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If Amy finds it difficult to express water energy at any
time or for any reason, she might struggle to deal with
strong feelings, which can overwhelm her. She may be
reluctant to trust the information that comes from her
imagination, instincts and intuition. There could be a
tendency to over-analyse emotional issues rather than
allowing herself to experience them.
CARDINAL
FIXED
MUTABLE
AMY HAS PERSONAL
PLANETS IN ALL THREE
QUALITIES

MOON IN CAPRICORN

THE THREE QUALITIES IN
AMY’S BIRTH CHART
If there is an emphasis of one quality in Amy’s birth chart,
she will be able to use it naturally, without any deliberate
effort. If she lacks a quality or qualities, she may strive to
compensate for their absence, or be drawn to people
who display them very obviously.
CARDINAL (goal-oriented) energy ARIES, CANCER,
LIBRA & CAPRICORN Cardinal energy helps Amy to stay
active and goal-oriented and keeps her motivated. It
fuels and supports her ability to start moving towards
her targets and to plan for successful outcomes. But it
can create impatience when results do not roll in as
quickly as she expects them to. And there is a tendency
to get disappointed if things do not turn out quite the
way she hoped they would.
If Amy finds it difficult to express this quality at any time
or for any reason, she might struggle to identify aims &
objectives. She could find the process of getting started
on projects or initiating actions to achieve her ambitions
very stressful. Frustration could force her to push herself
to pursue goals that might not be the right ones for her.

VENUS & MARS IN LEO,
SATURN IN SCORPIO

FIXED (controlled) energy TAURUS, LEO, SCORPIO &
AQUARIUS Fixed energy helps Amy in situations that
demand patience, persistence, loyalty and commitment.
It fuels and supports her ability to stick at something until
she has taken it as far as she wants to go. But it can make
her stubborn, inflexible and intolerant of situations she
does not identify with. There could be a tendency to try
to control everything and everyone around her.
If Amy finds it difficult to express this quality at any time
or for any reason, she might not be able to plan for the
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longer term, or to stay committed to her causes. She
may struggle in situations that call for a slower pace or
which demand intense involvement and undivided
attention. But given the planetary placements in fixed
signs in her birth chart, Amy is more likely to be affected
by a sometimes overly strong attraction to challenge and
drama.
MUTABLE
(flexible)
energy
GEMINI,
VIRGO,
SAGITTARIUS & PISCES Mutable energy helps Amy to
adapt to changing circumstances and keep all her
options open. It fuels and supports her ability to multitask and vary her way of working. But it can also cause a
tendency to lose focus, to get distracted, to fritter
energy, or to spread resources too thinly.
SUN & MERCURY IN
VIRGO, JUPITER IN
SAGITTARIUS

If Amy finds it difficult to express this quality at any time
or for any reason, coping with change could be very
stressful for her. She may also struggle to accept
adjustments to existing plans or to diversify from her
current situation, lifestyle or methods of doing things.
There could be a reluctance to embrace more efficient,
enjoyable or easy ways of getting things done. But as this
quality is quite strong in Amy’s birth chart, these issues
are unlikely to arise. She is more likely to have problems
with sustaining structure, focus and definition.

RETROGRADE PLANETS IN
AMY’S BIRTH CHART
Planets never move backwards in reality but they can
appear to do so at times when their orbits interact with
Earth’s in a certain way. Astrologers look at what appears
to be happening in the sky from a symbolic point of view
which is why traditional Astrology believes that when a
planet appears to be moving in reverse, or against its
normal direction, then its energies must be doing the
same. But now we know that these retrograde “loops”
cause beautiful, creative, evolutionary patterns of
Cosmic Consciousness.
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AMY WAS BORN WHEN
MERCURY WAS MOVING
RETROGRADE

People born with Mercury Retrograde might appear
slower than others at coping with fast-paced learning
but they are excellent at digesting facts and reintroducing them in a more imaginative form. They
process information retrospectively and they prefer to
review and revise any data they have been given. There
could be a strong element of right brain (creative,
artistic, intuitive) influence on their thought patterns.
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“A song marks an
occasion in my life
and that's how
I live my life,
by songs.”
Amy Winehouse
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"ASTROLOGY IS A LANGUAGE.
IF YOU UNDERSTAND THIS LANGUAGE,
THE SKY SPEAKS TO YOU"
DANE RUDHYAR
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